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3 
other, the shields carry one or more rows of in- 
wardly extending vanes 34 and 36 respectively 
with the inner ends of the vanes spaced from 
the shields of the duct and so located as to 
establish trailing vortices, the axesvof which are 
substantially parallel to the direction of the '?ow 
of air through the combustion chamber. It will 
be understood that the vanes are vpreferably of 
airfoil shape in cross-section with the chordwise 
axis of the vane arranged at a substantial angle 
to the longitudinal axis of the combustion cham 

4 
tially cylindrical portion with a number of in 
wardly extending vanes 54 preferably of air-foil 
shape in cross-section. The inner ends of these 
vanes are spaced from the shell and the vanes 
preferably have .a substantial/angle v‘ofv attack 
with respect to the ?uid?owing through the pas 
sage thereby creating considerable lift and caus~ 

: 1 -_ing strong tip vortices trailing downstream from 

10 

her thereby creating a considerable lift resulting .. i 
in a series of strong tip vortices. 
The outer row of vanes>34 may be arranged 

with the angle of attack reversed with respect to 
the inner row of vanes 33, or the opposite rows 
of vanes may be at the same angle of attack so, 
that the resulting vortices will be’opposite direc 
tions as shown in Fig. 3. ' - 
Downstream from the trailing ends of the 

shields 24 and 26, the ducts 20 and 22 have one 
or more sets of vanes 38 and 40 projecting into 
the combustion chamber and also preferably of 
airfoil shape in cross-section. The inner ends‘ of 
the vanes are spacedfrom the walls of the .com 
bustion chamberand preferably substantially on 
the mutual boundary between the secondaryair 
which passes around the outside of theshields 24 
and 26 and the gas resulting from the combustion 
process which occurs in the annular passage 28.: 
Thus ‘the tip vortices createdby vanes 38 and 40, 
which are so arranged as to create a considerable 
lift and thereby a series of trailing vortices, 
cause mixing of the secondary air with the come 
bustion products. .As in the case of the primary 
vanes the secondary vanes 38 and 40 may have. 
opposite angles of attack so that the vortices are 
in oppositedirections or may have similar angles 
of attack asshown in Fig. 3 so that the vortices 
resulting from the inner and outer vanes are in 
the same direction and thus are in opposition tov 
each other. Preferably‘ the secondary vanes‘ ‘38. 
and 46 are spaced between the primary vanes 
34 and 36, asbest shown'in Fig. 3, and also as. 
shown, the outer primary vanes 34 and the outer 
secondary vanes 38 preferably have similar an 
gles of attack, although it ‘will be apparent that 
under certain circumstances the arrangement ‘of. 
these vanes at opposite angles of attack would'be 
advantageous. i " 
The ‘invention is equally applicable toithe 

round’ or can type ofcombustion chamber, As 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the combustion chamber 
instead- of being’ annular ‘in construction} as‘above 
described, is round and a number of combustion 
chambers are arranged‘ in a ring around the 
shaftof the power plant.- In these ?gures thevv 
combustion chamber is in the form of- a sub-' 
stantially circular duct 42 forming the wall of the 
combustion ‘chamber and this duct has a sub 
stantially circular shell 44 within and spaced‘ 
from the’ walls of vthe duct and forming the'pas 

. sage 46 within which the primary air and the fuel 
are burned. The shell 44 consists of a substan 
tially conical portion 48,'the inlet end of which _v 
substantially surrounds the‘ fuel nozzle 50; The' 
larger-end of the conical section 48 which is the 
downstream end connects with a substantially 
cylindrical portion 52 preferably located within a 
part of-the duct 42 which is also substantially 
cylindrical.’ The conical portion 48 has airpas 
sages 53 by, which primary air enters the passage 
46 to, mix withfuel from nozzle 50. » I 1 - 
To- assure proper; mixing, the shell.“ is vlpro 

vided adjacent the upstream end of its substan— 

the vanes to assure thorough mixing of the fuel 
and. primary air. , 
After combustion: is substantially completed, 

the combustion products from the passage 46 are 
caused to mix with the secondary air ?owing 

I around the shell by a second set of vanes 56 pro 
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vjecting inwardly from the duct 42 and with the 
inner ends‘ of the vanes spaced radially from the 
duct wall and substantially in alignment with the 
shell so that the tips are located on the boundary 

7' 'betw'een'the secondary air and the products of 
combustion. These vanes also have a substantial 
angle of attackwith respect to the ?uid in the 
duct thereby creating strong tip vorticles which 
willv assure thorough mixing of the secondary air 
with the products of combustion. 
As in the annular type of burner, the second 

set of vanes is preferably staggered with respect 
to the?rst set as shown in Fig. 15 and the angles 
of attack of the two sets of vanes are preferably 
the same so that the secondary vortices follow‘ 
the primary vortices. It will be apparent that 
under certain'conditions it will be advantageous 
to reverse. the angle of attack of the second set 
of vanes thereby causing the secondary vortices 
to rotate in a direction opposite to that of the" 
primary vortices. 
With respect to Fig. 6 the combustion chamber 

maybe so arrangedv that the vanes for mixing 
the secondary air withthe products of combus 
tion are located directly‘v at the end of the passage 
in which combustion ‘takes, place. As shown,’ 
the combustion chamber'is' in the form ofi'a 
substantially circular duct 58 forming the wall‘ 
of. the combustion chamber and surrounding a 
substantially circular shell 60 within and spaced 
from the walls of the duct. The shell forms the 
passage 62 within which the primary air and 
fuel are burned. The fuel may, for example, be 
delivered through a nozzle 64 to a cup 66 located 
adjacent to the inlet end of the passage 62. 
At the inlet end of the shell .60 are a series of 
vanes 68, extending inwardly from‘the shell, and 
with the inner. ends of. the vanes preferably in. 
alignment'with thebrimof the 'cup so that the: 
?ow of air. into the passage past the vanes'i68v 
will." create strong tip'vortices whichlwill be lo‘-' 
cated substantiallyv on the .mutual'boundarybe 
tween the air entering thechamber. and the ‘fuel 
discharging from :thetlcup; .The leading‘ edges 
of. thevanes' support the brim'of the cup and 
the vanes extend downstream therefrom. . The“ 
effective part of'thevanes is thus beyond the 
end of thecup in the direction of. gas flow.v r; 
The secondary air passes through the space.‘ 

between the shell 60 and .thegduct 58 tonthe. 
downstream end of the shell 60v where apart 
of the ‘secondary airenters the-space in whichv 
combustion is vtaking ‘place by '?owing'jiover a 
series of ‘vanes 10, the leading edges o'f'which' 
are substantially in line vwith the end of the 
:shell 60>andetheinner ends'of which are vsub 

I These ‘j 
vanes 10 may be supported from the outer duct“ 
stantially coincident with- the shell 60. 

58 by ribs 12- which? also function to supportf'a 
second shell 14~_-which> extends downstream-from’ 
thel'vanes'lof to an additional row' of vanes 16$ 
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This row:E oflv'anes'v extends? between the duct :58! 
and l the: downstream" end (if-the‘ ‘shell-7311;‘. . Thes 
vanes; TBBHaré-I arranged so ‘that-ether inner ends 
thereofcoincide substantially'iwiftln the shell; 
'I'hese vanesl may ‘be-arranged: withv the‘v same 
angleloflattack as’ the-row ofi vanesilll-or they: 
may »bel';‘reversed as shown,vv since? by~ reversal’ of 
the } vanes,i ‘i'tlis: possible to create a-l greater - turel 
bulen'ce; ‘ The e'ifective: part of the vanesJO' and 
161' ‘are ' located beyond the - 'endseof - the ‘Shields 
60 and 14 respectively, in-lthe direction 1 oflvgas 
?ow»; so‘ that-5 they mayr‘f-unction" ta'pro'duce, the 
tip v‘vorticesv ifn-thelgas flowing over-the vanes. ‘ 
‘Althoughv ‘in the - arrangements shown; e111 of i 

the vanesg of i any- one set are arranged! with the. 
same‘v angle-‘ofi attack,=vit will be apparent-7 that; 
adj 'acent ivanes-I in~~any *setmayrbe arranged» withv 
opposite‘ {angles _ of-"-'- attack; as; it i is? found that - 
s'uch‘: n-l' arrangement-‘produces more 1 adequate 

' mixing of the primaryi air "and thee-fuel- to? there= 
byshortening' the space; within which- the ‘com-1 
bustion takes place. i'I-‘he'u‘se: of oppositely-are 
ranged vanes iniimproving'?thei-?'ow of ' ?uid-in: 
a ductdsclair-n'edi-n the copending application 
of Bruynes, SerialNo. 769,042, ?led August 16, 
1947, now Patent No‘: 2,558,816; 
_<;It is to:v be: understoodv that. the - invention . ‘is 
not limited to the speci?c embodiment'herein. 
illustrated ,and, described, _ but ‘ may . be used in 
other ways Without ‘departure from its‘ spirit as I, 
de?ned? by the following claims. 
"""'1&‘ ' l. .s . 

_ v ' thechamberY'a-shell wit " said 
duct? andi’form-ing ~a- passage-within which -"the 
primary airf and -fuel-- are ~mi‘xe'd' and burned; - the 
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secondaryl'air ?owing around? said shell} means I 
for creating vortices within said shell at points 
spaced from the wall thereof to mix the fuel and 
air with the centerline of the vortices substan 
tially parallel to the axis of the duct, and other 
means spaced from and beyond the discharge 
end of said shell for creating additional vortices 
for mixing the ?uid from the shell with the 
secondary air with the centerlines of the vortices 
substantially parallel to the axis of the duct. 

2. In a combustion chamber, a duct forming 
the wall of the chamber, a shell within said duct 
and forming a passage within which the primary 
air and fuel are mixed and burned, the secondary 
air ?owing around said shell, means for creating 
vortices in said shell at points spaced from the 
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wall thereof to mix the fuel and air, and other , 
means spaced-from and beyond the discharge 
end of said shell for creating additional vortices 
for mixing the ?uid from the shell with the 
secondary air, said other means being arranged. 
to produce vortices having the same direction 
of rotation as the ?rst vortices. 

3. In a combustion chamber, a duct forming 
the wall of the chamber, a shell within said duct 
and forming a passage within which the primary 
air and fuel are mixed and burned, the secondary 
air ?owing around said shell, means for creating 
vortices in said shell at points spaced from the 
wall thereof to mix the fuel and air, and other 
means spaced from and beyond the discharge 
end of said shell for creating additional vortices 
for mixing the ?uid from the shell with the 
secondary air, said other means being arranged 
to produce vortices having the opposite direction 
of rotation to that of the ?rst vortices. , 

4. In a combustion chamber, a duct forming 
the wall of the chamber, a shell within said 
duct and forming a passage within which they 
primary air and fuel are mixed and burned, the 
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' l ‘6} In ‘a1 combustion‘ chamber, 
- the-wall- of'Yth'e chamber, _ 
duct‘ and forming :a ‘passage ~with-iini which the? 

- 61 . 

secondary; ailrr~fiowing around said» shell; and 
vanes extending into" said chambenr-withlone‘ 

, end" of ‘each ‘ vaner spaced ‘ fromv vthe w‘a'l-l - thereof, 
the vane'sii'ribeing'v arranged atflan angle'i-t‘o the 
new ‘of ‘?uid through said-duct‘ ed; that the? ends 
thereof willlcrea'teivortices“for‘lmixing the? fuel‘ 
and air in the chamber, and otherI-vanes-v 106-» 
sitioned in'i>_saidlduct beyond =_ the discharge lend; 
of‘ ‘the: 'shelli and '- arranged at a an: 'angle r to the; 
flow for creating additionalyortice's, the-free 
ends'1 of said " other - vanes ‘being substantially :in 
line » with" the : shell so3 that the vortices WilIJhaVeJ 
their axis‘ substantially in line- with :the. shell. 

5.‘ In a-combu'stion ‘chamber, a duct!formingv 
the wallwof thechamber,‘ a shell within said duct 
and forming a'passage within which the primary 
air- and fuel are mixedand burned, the secondary 
air- ?owing around ‘said shell, and vanes extending 
into said ch'amb'erfone‘ end o'fwe‘ach'vane» being 

I spaced from the wall‘? thereof, ‘the vvanesf being: 
arranged at an angle to the flow of ?uid-through 
said‘ duct 
vortices-for mixing the fuel and air ‘in the ‘cham 
b‘e'r,'and other vanes positioned- in' said duct-bee 

; yond'th'edi'scharge end of 'thel's'hell‘and arranged 
at any angle tovthe flow» for‘ creating additional: 
vortices,~iwith the ?rst set-of vanes-‘in 'alig-l 
with ‘the second setfofrvane‘sr. 

primary air and: fuelf are mixed-iandlvburnedi, =‘the 
secondary air ?owingaround-saidfshell-and-vanes-v 
extendingei‘nto said chamber, one-'endveof each. 

, vane ib‘ein‘g spaced from- the wall-'thereo?-fthe 
vanes being arranged at ' an?‘ angle to» the-1 i?OW': 
of ?uid through said duct so that the-ends there 
df'i-will create‘ vvortices/for mixing the fuel and 
air in the chamber, and other vanes positioned 
in said duct beyond the discharged end of the 
shell and arranged at an angle to the ?ow for 
creating additional vortices, with both sets of 
vanes having approximately the same angular 
arrangement in relation to the direction of flow. 

7.‘ In an annular combustion chamber, inner 
and outer ducts forming the inner and outer walls 
of the annular chamber, inner and outer shields 
within said chamber and spaced from said ducts 
to de?ne, between said shields, an annular pas 
sage within which the primary air and fuel‘ are 
mixed and burned, and a number of vanes po 
sitioned within the passage with one end of each 
of the. vanes spaced from the shields andar 
rangedto cause trailing vortices to improve the‘ 
mixing of air and fuel. _ ~ ' 

8. In an annular combustion chamber, inner 
and outer shields between which is de?ned an 
annular passage and wherein which the primary 
air and fuel are mixed and burned, and a number, 
of vanes positioned within the passage ‘with 
one end of each of the vanes spaced from the 
shields to cause trailing vortices to form as the 
?uid ?ows through the passage. 

9._In an annular combustion chamber, inner 
and outer ducts forming the inner and outer 
walls of the annular chamber, inner and outer 
shields within said chamber and spaced from 
said ducts to de?ne, between said shields, an 
annular passage within which the primary air 
and fuel are-mixed and burned, and a number 
of vanes extending into said passage from one 
of said walls with ‘one end of each of the vanes 
spaced from the shields to cause trailing vortices 
to improve the mixing of air and fuel. 

,v 10. In an annular combustion chamber, inner 

so that‘the ends thereof will-‘create 

entr 

‘ ail-duct forming. 
a?‘ shell within; said 
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and outer ducts forming the inner and outer 
walls of the annular/ chamber, inner, and outer 
shields within said chamber and spaced from 
said ducts to de?ne, between said shields, an 
annular passage within which, the, primary air 
and fuel are mixed and rburnedrand a, number, 
of vanes’ extending into said passage from each 
of said walls, with one end of each of the vanes 
spaced from the shields to cause trailingv vortices 
to improve the mixing of air and fuel._ . 

11. In an annular combustion chamber, inner 
and outer ducts forming the inner and outer 
walls of the annular chamber, inner and, outer 
shields within said chamber and spaced from 
said ducts to de?ne, between said shields, an 
annular passage within which the primary air 
and’ fuel are mixed and burned, and a number 
of vanes extending into said passagefrom each 
of said walls, with the vanes on one. wall ar 
ranged at an angle opposite to the vanes on the 
other wall. 3 _ 

12. In an annular combustion chamber, inner 
and outer ducts forming the inner and outer 
wallsof the annular chamber, inner and outer 
shields within said chamber and spaced from 
said ducts to de?ne, between said shields, an 
annular passage within which the primary air 
and fuel are mixed and burned, and a number 
of vanes extending into said passage from, one 
of said walls with one end of each of thervanes 
spaced from the shields .to cause trailing vortices 
to improve the mixing of air and fuel, and ad 
ditional vanes extending into the chamber be 
yond the ends of the vshields to cause mixing 
of the ?uid in the passage with the secondary 
air in the space between either shield and the 
adjacent duct. - r 

13. In a combustion chamber, a duct forming 

25 

30 

the wall of the chambena shell within said duct 
andforming. aipassage within'which the primary 
air and fuel are, mixed and-burned, the secondary 
air ?owing aroundsaid shell, means :for, creating 
tip vortices in said shellv adjacent the inlet end 
at, points spaced fromthe wall thereof vto mix 
thefueland air,- and other means in the form 
of vanes at the discharge end of said vshell for 
creating additional vortices‘, the last vortices 
being formed with, their axes substantially co 
incident with the shell. i I _ , . > '> -, Y 

14. Inja combustionchamber, a .duct forming 
the wall of the chamber, a shell within said duct 
and forming a passage withinywhich the primary 
air and fuel are mixed and burned, the secondary 
air ?owing around said shell;__ means for creating 
tip vortices in said shell adjacent the inlet end; 
atpoints spaced‘ fromi‘thewall thereof to mix 
the, fuel and air, a second means at the discharge 
end of; said shell for-creating vortices with their 
axes substantially‘poincident with the shell, and 
vanes ‘spaced downstream from said second 
means for causing additional tip vortices. _ ; , EDMUND-,ILBROWN. - 
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